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Shelter and Non-Food Items Cluster Meeting 

Republic of South Sudan 
Thursday, 07 May 2015 

16:00 – 17:30, OCHA Main Conference Room  
DRAFT Minutes of the meeting 

 
 

 

Name Attendees 
Organization Phone Email 

Persiana Kamberaj S-NFI Cluster 0925022398 persiana_kamberaj@wvi.org  

Erisa Yzeiraj S-NFI Support - eyzeiraj@iom.int 

Ngure Muriithi World Vision 0922886843 Ngure_muriithi@wvi.org 

Daniel Gudere World Vision - Daniel_gudere@wvi.org 

Ghebrehiwet Haialit Plan International 0956073517 Ghebrehiwet.hailit@plan-
international.org 

Michael Lasu Medair 0955131325 Sfpnfi-ce@medair.org 

Kim Astrum Samaritan’s Purse 0955243110 kostrum@samaritan.org 

Colm Moloney Concern Worldwide 0925033830 Colm.moloney@concern.net 

Anna Paradowska PAH 0955371458 Anna.paradowska@pah.org.pl 

Emmanuel Lumaya PAH 0954907604 Emmanuel.lumaya@pah.org.pl 

Ili Balane LWF 0913167283 Pro.ssd@lwfdws.org 

Claire Gabriel Intersos 0914601857 Nfis.jonglei.south.sudan@interso
s.org 

Dr. Davidson Amani ALDI International 0924574817 Davidson@aldirdc.org 

Jacob Kiza ALDI International 0956087103 southsudan@aldirdc.org 

Juma Musa Intersos 0921260703 Jumamusa20014@gmail.com 

Sarah Jackson USAID/OFDA - Jubaio@usaid.gov 

Elizabeth Mose CRS - Elizabeth.mose@crs.org 

Marko Lesukat Cordaid 0955243760 Marko.lesukat@coraid.net 

Bent Simonsen NCA 0954901034 Bent.simonsen@nca.no  

Eric Yunuju World Vision 0954624193 Eric_yunuju@wvi.org 

Driuni Jakani LCED 0926862356 driuni@lachalead.org 

Manelet Tamene UNHCR 0920001048 tamene@unhcr.org 

Veronica T. Sesay NRC 0954981272 Veronica.sesay@nrc.no  

Autumn Peterson OCHA 0921149503 petersona@un.org 

Phillip Boterere IOM 0920885904 pboterere@iom.int 

IMade Anombawa IOM - manombawa@iom.int  
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1. Welcome brief review of the previous minutes 

 Attendees were welcomed; the previous minutes were reviewed and endorsed. 
2. OCHA update on security and the context 

General Update: 

Security Situation 

Unity State:  The conflict in Northern Unity is escalating. It has become increasingly more difficult for people 
to go to the Bentiu POC due to attacks on the way. Humanitarians have very limited access outside the POC 
in Bentiu. It looks like people are heading south arriving in Koch, Leer, Mayom and other areas from all areas 
in Unity (Guit, Rubkona).  

Jonglei: The mobilization of youth into the armed forces is increasing in areas around Waat and Lankien, and 
Motot. This is affecting humanitarian operations across sectors, and some staff are being pulled out as a 
result; As result a NFI distribution in Motot was put on hold this week and it’s unclear how long it will be 
delayed or if population dynamics will change as a result of the situation.  

Central Equatoria, Warrap, Western Equatoria and Lakes: There were reported cattle raiding incidents in 
these states but there are no reports of the harm of the civilian or of the humanitarians.  

Context: 
 
Health /Medicine crisis: There is currently a serious lack of medicine in South Sudan. The Health Cluster is 
warning that as of August there will be no funding or medicine available in most service providers across the 
country; this will have negative impact for other actors and services, as people will be made more 
vulnerable, people may move to access services and medicine. 

Economic Crisis: WFP was called to the office of the Vice President and requested to begin providing food 
assistance to people in urban areas who can no longer support themselves; this indicates that the negative 
consequences of the deteriorating economy will mean we are increasingly requested to support populations 
experiencing a different type of emergency (poverty and the effects of a lack of development in the country) 
than we are traditionally 

Cluster: 
POC Mapping :  the CCCM cluster has again been requested by the HC to collect information on actors, 
activities, donors and funding dates for work in the POCs across the country; this is in a specific effort to 
streamline and rationalize the presence of Partners in the POCs but also is related to the HRP review- some 
clusters have more than 10 actors all lobbying for funding to do similar activities in the POCs and this is 
potentially a waste of resources; not as much an issue for our Cluster those partners working the in POC for 
our Cluster may be contacted to provide info as a result; 

3. HRP mid-year review update 
 

Context review meeting: The cluster held a meeting last week with key Partners about the context analysis 
as well as a brief review of the current Cluster Response Plan. The key outcomes of the context review were 
sent to OCHA.  Also, at this meeting a lot was discussed on the current economic situation and its negative 
effects on our operations; The key point is that the salaries for the national staff are reduced, there will be 
increased pressure on humanitarians by actors in the field, and there will be increased cost of operations 
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related to fuel, transport materials and so on. 

Cluster Response plan review: At that meeting, we generally agreed that the Cluster’s Strategy will remain 
the same at a macro level, but some small changes may be made, such as potential inclusion of tools in some 
instances for shelter provision, and so on; 

The Cluster team is currently looking at its achievements and objectives  

Areas not in the HRP are now identified - IPC zones; this might mean we need to account for these 
locations such as in the NBeG and WBeG in our HRP plans. 

The HC has indicated to Clusters that the funding for South Sudan is expected to be far less than it was 
available last year; it is also in light of other emergencies taking place which donors will be expected to fund, 
such as Nepal. As a result we need to seriously consider streamlining activities, partners, geographical 
locations, and priorities so that only the most essential and critical elements of the plan are included. This 
will include removing all overlap of Partners who may be working to serve the same populations with the 
same services, and so on.  

15-30 May will be important for Partners to be present as that’s when we will review the Projects, hold a PRT 
and submit revised projects into GMS;  

4. Emergency preparedness and Response Updates 

Upper Nile: (Medair; DRC; World Vision; UNHCR):  

• POC: distribution to 265 HHs to the IDPs that came from Pigi County; 

• Del Ajak: The distribution is completed;  

• Melut: Lately there are people coming into the location from Rom.  

Jonglei: (Intersos; PAH; LWF; Medair; NRC;) 

• Motot: The plan is to finish the distribution to 1769 HHs by Friday;  

• Walgak and Waat- The NFIs were received for Walgak and distribution for 2089 HHs will start in the 
coming week. 

• Toch: 9234 (1592 HHs) individuals were registered; items are moving in tomorrow to Toch and  PAH 
is heading to Toch on Tuesday; 

• POC: Two blocks are flooded in the POC and people are relocating from these blocks. Also Technical 
Assistance is needed in the site to indicate how to tie the plastic sheets; 

• Charcoal: Surveys were conducted and the distribution took place last week;  

Unity:(Concern; World Vision; Mercy Corps) 

• Bentiu :  As of May 3rd, Concern constructed 2,597 shelter skeletons, which is 32.4% of the 8,000 
shelter target. The construction rate is averaging at around 148 shelter skeletons per day, while 150 
shelter kits are being produced per day. 
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• Koch- There were people evacuated from Koch due to the unstable situation; 

• Kuach: IOM had planned a response in Kuach however is still pending due to security  

Central Equatoria:(Medair; NRC; Concern; LCED) 

• POC 1- 1,048 HHs have been assisted with Shelter materials while distribution is currently on hold 
due to insecurity in the POC; 

• Terekeka- There is a verification and registration process happening by IRW; 

• Gumbo/Don Bosco- NFIs are delivered and plan for distribution is underway; 

• Kwerijik Luri- OCHA led monitoring visit happened; 

• POC3-  There are ongoing discussions with Partner on who is taking over the POC as focal point 

Lakes:(Plan; NRC; HDC; CRS) 

• Rumbek East- verification in Rumbek, the figures are still upcoming therefore the distribution is on 
hold; 

Warrap:(World Vision; MC)- cattle raiding reports.  

NBEG:(DRC; Concern) 

• Aweil: There are  IDPs being registered; 

W.Eq. + E.Eq:(NCA; LCED; WVI) 

• Due to a presidential decree the Dinka Bor are moving from Mundri and Maridi towards this side;  

Abyei  + WBEG:(Mercy Corps) 

• Raja IDPs- There is IRNA planned in the coming week. 


